MY SERVICE TO YOU
FULL DAY COVERAGE £1250
This will include a minimum of 400 carefully edited, high-resolution
images. They are copyright free allowing you to print and duplicate the
images as and when you please.
My aim is to capture the whole story of the day, so coverage will be
from getting ready through to the first dance and beyond.
Your completed images will then be supplied on a USB in a stylish
presentation case. Also included is an online, password protected gallery
allowing you to share your day with family and friends, all images in the
gallery are high resolution and can be downloaded at no extra cost.
Discounts are now available for Winter & midweek weddings.
Details are available on request.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Secondary professional photographer – £250

FAQ’S
I’m sure you have plenty of questions to ask that we can cover in
an informal consultation, but here are a few answers to the most
common questions...
How far would you travel?
I mostly photograph weddings in the East Midlands, but on occasions I
covered weddings in places ranging from Bournemouth to Hawaii! All
travel expenses for weddings in the East Midlands are included in the
price, for a wedding further afield there will be reasonable additional
charges for travel and possibly accommodation.
Do I need a second photographer?
The majority of weddings I attend alone; However, I would
recommend a second photographer if you have a larger sized wedding
of greater than 120 guests. The advantages can be discussed further in
our consultation.
Can we meet up before the wedding?
Absolutely! It’s important to get all the details covered so I know fully
where I need to be and when. This allows me to happily shoot away,
but most importantly for you to relax and enjoy your day, knowing
everything is all under control!
I would suggest we meet again approximately a month before the
wedding at the venue(s) so we can have a look around together at
potential photo opportunities.
Do you do formal group shots?
I am happy to do the standard group shots for you. However, so I can
continue to capture the day in a natural style I suggest a maximum
of 8 different group shots. I usually ask for a list of the chosen groups
before the day. This can be discussed at the venue(s) visits.

Can you provide an album?
As I provide full high-resolution images and good quality albums are
now available on the web, it has become increasingly popular for
people to create their own album. However, if you would like an album
supplied I will happily go through all the options with you. Prices start
from £600
How long do you keep the images for?
As I have quite a few high-resolution images to store throughout the
year (and only so many back up hard drives!) I will keep the images on
file for 12 months after your wedding, so please make sure you back
them up!
What if the weather is poor?
Ah the good old British weather! We cannot guarantee gorgeous blue
skies no matter what the month. However, if we happen to be indoors,
my high-end equipment and ability to expertly shoot with both
natural light and flash will ensure I can still capture fantastic results.
Do you have insurance?
Yes, I am fully covered in both professional indemnity and
public liability.
When is payment(s) required?
To secure the booking I require a booking fee of £250. The remaining
balance will then be required no later than 7 days before your
wedding.

